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Knowledge of and information about protein binding sites
has become increasingly important in the drug discovery
process and not just for molecular biologists [1]. By comparing binding sites within and across protein families,
relevant details about the functionality and selectivity of a
target protein can be extracted leading to useful insights
for the development of new ligands [2]. SiteHopper provides a powerful alternative method to the traditional use
of sequence alignment for this purpose. Using OpenEye’s
Shape [3] and Spicoli toolkits [4], SiteHopper quickly calculates a 3D shape representation of the active site colored
by the chemical properties of the protein residues defining
the active site. These active site representations can be
rapidly aligned and assessed for shape and chemistry similarity. As SiteHopper is built on the OpenEye toolkits, it is
highly flexible and customizable for a variety of end-uses.
In this presentation, the methodology behind SiteHopper
will be introduced and multiple relevant applications will
be shown.
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